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Chief Executive
Overview

Our Purpose 
St Cuthbert’s Care is a charity working for the 

common good by enabling people to develop to 
their personal potential

It has been an extraordinary time for us all, the 
like of which I hope none of us ever witness again.
 
The virus severely affected our planned operational 
activity and our commercial outlook. From March 2020, 
our charity had to re-evaluate and re-prioritise every 
single aspect of its work. Keeping people safe became 
my sole priority. 

Inevitably, our financial position was impacted. 
Notwithstanding, our charity has generated a surplus of 
£136k. I am delighted with this outcome considering the 
magnitude and complexity of the challenges we faced 
as the pandemic took its hold.
   It is critical that we are moving forward in the knowledge that we have stability and 

a secure financial footing as I believe our charity will continue to be challenged in 
the short to mid-term. Not only will it take us time to recover the lost ground due to 
the virus and its perpetual dangers, but we do so as an integral part of the social 
care sector which remains undervalued and pitifully underfunded as a whole.
    
I believe the stewardship of our charity is second to none. Our charity’s  
success lies in its people; at every level of governance, leadership, management and  
operation, we evidence professionalism, specialist knowledge, commitment,  
compassion and drive.  This is not accidental. St Cuthbert’s Care is a charity  
underpinned by its values and these values shine through every single area  
of our work.    
    
I sincerely thank every person who worked within our charity last year, 
including our residents, service users, young people and all our supporters who stood 
steadfastly by our side. The energy and determination of our staff teams to safeguard the 
people we support, and care for, have been inspirational. I have seen team working at 
its very best.
 
Thank you for reading our Review and I hope you enjoy my selected highlights from 
our charity’s year. 

Moira Ashman 
Chief Executive



Amanda Head
Director of Care 

I am always grateful for the immense efforts made by all of 
my care teams, but never more so than during this past year. 
At every level and at every turn, we have been tested and 
challenged in the fight against Covid; yet smiles remained and 
spirits were lifted, to ensure that those we cared for and loved, 
saw only optimism and hope. I witnessed innumerable selfless 
acts of working long shifts and putting personal lives on hold 
to keep our residents and service users safe. 

In the face of this adversity, we have continued to meet our 
regulated requirements without concern. I consider this to be 
one of our greatest accomplishments this year and testimony 
to our charity’s Vision of achieving excellence in all that we 
do. You don't have to take my word for this. Our external 
regulators and inspectors, Ofsted and the Care Quality 
Commission, formally rate all of our registered services  
Good or Outstanding.

Our quality care is due entirely to our wonderfully skilled and 
dedicated care teams and I am deeply proud of them all. 
Over this last year, our carers doubled up as hairdressers, 
entertainers, personal shoppers, confidantes, IT gurus, 
personal trainers and above all, friends. I know they wouldn’t 
have had it any other way.  

A year when
normality
was the
extraordinary

“ “Thank you Our charity is filled with love, 
laughter and happiness

Ellen, with Alfie and Daphne Gunning



It's been a
challenging year,
but we've
kept smiling
Gill Ennis
Director of Compliance and Nursing Homes

I’ve been with St Cuthbert’s Care for over 30 years, and I can 
honestly say that this has been the most challenging year I 
have ever known. 

Infection control has always been a vital part of our work at 
our two nursing homes in Newcastle and Sunderland. Our 
processes also include having trained Infection Control 
Champions. There is no doubt in my mind that the practices 
adopted by these specialist teams have invariably held our 
charity in good stead throughout the pandemic. 

We were also supported by our local NHS clinicians - a 
phenomenal team of district nurses and GPs. Their support, 
encouragement and guidance were exceptional. We all worked 
together to achieve the very best for our residents. 

I wish to take this opportunity to thank my magnificent teams 
along with our NHS professionals. I believe our quick actions, 
intuitive responses and joint decision-making have resulted 
in St Catherine’s being one of the very few nursing homes in 
Newcastle to have remained Covid free. Well done to everyone, 
including our wonderful relatives who supported our actions 
every step of the way.  

I still have the same passion for our work as the day I first joined 
our charity, all those years ago. For me, seeing our residents 
smile is the best tonic ever, and always makes my day. 
Thankfully, we all managed plenty of smiling this year, despite 
the many worries and fears.    

    

I have to commend everyone at St Catherine’s for their 
scrupulous attention to detail in making sure residents at 
their home remain Covid free. Despite these testing times, 

everyone has remained upbeat and incredibly positive.
Dr Vinay Sharma, St Catherine's designated GP“ “

If you see someone 
without a smile, give them 
one of yours
Our care homes' motto

“
“

Kathleen Young



“

Caring, supporting
and helping each other
Jody Scott
Director of Children’s Services 

We all know that good mental health is as crucial as 
good physical health, but sometimes the importance 
of this unseen element of our overall wellbeing can be 
undervalued. 
Overseeing three children’s homes and our charity’s very 
own fostering service, I understand first-hand just how 
vital this area of health can be.  
That’s why I’m delighted that this year, my own registered 
children’s home, Auton Sunderland, ambitious to redress 
the balance, achieved an award in the Sunderland 
Children’s Mental Health Chartermark. 
Whilst the Chartermark recognises the work we have 
undertaken to safeguard the emotional wellbeing of 
our young people, it has also enabled us to pool the 
extensive knowledge and expertise of our teams in this 
area, to support each other. These real human bonds 
have helped us to weather the storm of the pandemic. 
In turn, this positive mental attitude has imbued a 
determination within our teams to deliver the best possible 
care to our young people; resulting in our charity’s 
children’s services being rated between Good and 
Outstanding by our regulator Ofsted, with phenomenal 
outcomes for all. 

I’m proud to work for a progressive charity that has always 
invested in its employees’ good mental health by having 
provided free and confidential professional counselling  

for all staff teams - for as long as I can recall.  
Well done St Cuthbert’s Care.

Jody Scott
 

My registered home, Auton Sunderland, has been rated  
Outstanding by Ofsted for eight consecutive years“

Now more 
than ever, we 
need to stand 
together

“

Logan, young person at Auton Children’s Services“

Posed by staff and young people  
at Auton Newcastle



To achieve
excellence 
in all that we do
Gareth Bainbridge 
Registered Manager at Alan Shearer Specialist 
Residential Home 

Our charity’s Vision is to achieve excellence in all that we 
do, and this is exactly what we aspire to at our Alan Shearer 
Specialist Residential home in Newcastle - every single day. 
Here’s Beth’s story:

Beth was involved in a serious car accident when she was just 
18 years old and suffered horrific brain injuries. After months 
in hospital, Beth eventually came to live with us at our home.  

Our highly skilled teams worked daily alongside Beth’s family, 
physiotherapists, care managers and other key medical 
professionals. Tailored care plans were developed to support 
Beth’s rehabilitation with the ultimate goal of returning home.

After five long years of specialist care and essential 
hydrotherapy from our very own onsite pool, Beth’s needs 
had improved sufficiently for her to return home in May 2021. 
Her physical development and cognitive recovery during this 
time have been staggering. It was an emotional landmark for 
everyone involved and a phenomenal personal achievement 
for Beth. 

I can’t find the words to say how proud I am of my amazing 
staff team. Their hard work, not to mention their sheer 
determination to make this happen, is truly inspirational. 

I’m delighted for Beth and her family and wish them all the very 
best for their future.  

I can’t thank the team enough. To have Beth 
home again is a dream come true.

Claire Foster, Beth’s mum ““ Gareth and Beth became 
great friends and would  
often spend time in 
our beautiful gardens 
sharing a joke or two



Our amazing
fostering families
Barbara Murray
Trainee Deputy Manager

I became a social worker later in life and, as a mum of four, with 
children being such an important part of my life, I’m delighted 
they have become central in my career, too. 

I was delighted when my second placement was at Fostering 
North East, our charity’s dedicated fostering agency. From that 
moment, I knew there was only one place I really wanted to 
work. Importantly, the charity’s values reflected my own and 
I soon realised the word ‘care’ in the name was a genuine 
reflection of their compassion and dedication to their work.

I’ve been proud to be part of the Fostering North East family 
since 2015 and I can’t thank the charity enough for all the 
support they have given me. Their commitment and belief in 
me gave me the confidence to be able to progress to a senior 
position within two years and I’m now training to become 
deputy manager of the team.

But this high quality support doesn’t stop with the charity’s 
employees. Our whole fostering agency follows the same 
ethos and we are incredibly fortunate to have so many  
long-standing foster carers who stay with us; not just because 
we provide a quality service, but because they love the warmth 
of the personal touches we are able to provide as a small and 
friendly team.

Team members Sheila, Barbara and Lesley (left) present a bouquet 
to mark Ian and Amanda’s 20 years of fostering with the agency

Our foster carers enable enduring and positive
changes to the lives of children in their care. If you are 

considering becoming a foster carer, whatever your 
background, faith or personal situation, I would be 

delighted to chat with you. Feel free to drop me an email 
at: fostering@fosteringnortheast.org.uk or

give me a call 0191 242 4805.

Sheila Errington 
Registered Manager at Fostering North East

 ““
Sheila Errington

These have been some of the happiest years of our 
lives. We could not have been supported by more caring 
colleagues and an amazing fostering organisation
Sue and Dave, retiring from fostering after 37 years

“
“

I'd like to thank Sue and Dave for their commitment and 
dedication. I wish them a long and happy retirement
Sheila

“
“
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• Pandemic spreading across Europe, heading our way. Very first       
  leadership meeting to discuss contingencies. Business plans and 
  care contingencies put in place.
• Must keep our charity safe. We’re all anxious.

• We’re acting quickly and working all hours: pre-empting national  
  lockdown. Already lost count of the meetings and discussions to date.
• Closing three of our non-residential services. Re-deploying these teams  
  may help to strengthen our regulated homes. Must keep these operating  
  and keep all safe.
• Individual staff now isolating. Only directors accessing the office.
• Our swift actions make local news. 
• 23 March, national lockdown. Our charity already in lockdown from the  
  outside world. All staff teams working flat out. Hope our speedy actions  
  will keep the virus from our doors.
• Operational processes and policies now reviewed and re-written. A  
  mammoth task. CEO assigns herself and each director/senior  
  manager to one dedicated service to minimise transmission risks and  
  to offer leadership. 
• Purchases of hand sanitiser, soap and hazard tape go through the roof.
• Heart-warming: hundreds of good wishes and gifts flooding into the  
  charity from relatives, supporters, schools and parishes.  
• We feel nervous and worried.

• Upstairs head office meeting rooms and boardroom being  
  prepared as bedrooms to help keep Covid infections out of the        
  nursing home below. *  
• Our fostering social workers now transforming our large  
  conference room, to prepare to look after and school employees’     
  children. * 

JUL
2020

• Being asked to take Covid positive   
  patients into our two nursing homes.    
  Refusing. Duty of care lies with our  
  existing residents and care teams.  
  Local hospitals and clinicians support   
  and accept our position. 
• Our charity song for the day is  
  keeping us all connected. 
• We pre-empt possibility of  
  depleting stocks of PPE. Thanks  
  EL. Sufficient stocks now sourced.
• VE Day celebrations go ahead  
  – restricted basis.
• Can’t believe it – first time ever our  
  schools’ Good Shepherd masses  
  are cancelled.

• Our free confidential staff counselling service being widely publicised  
  throughout our services. Poor mental health and fatigue creeping in.  
  We’re all still working long hours.
• Our first attempt at our gardens' wild patches has not gone well.     

• Lockdown easing. As many teams as  
  possible are looking to take annual leave      
  and a well-earned rest.
• Our Hughie, Alnwick home, gets haircut  
  and has a pint. Wonderful.
• Trying to manage the mass of information  
  and guidance coming through.  
  Seems conflicting/confusing at times? APR

2021

MAY
2021

JUN
2021

• Covid grant receipts. Insufficient to cover  
  the full costs of the effects of the pandemic.  
  Transmission rates rising. Anxiety setting  
  in again.
• Parkhead Resource Centre for adults with  
  disabilities, Ashington – going online.
 

• Resourcing lateral flow tests. Motivation, motivation, motivation. PM  
  announces further lockdown. How much more can we cope with?

• Closure of our non-regulated services  
  is paying off. Re-deploying teams means          
  non-reliance on any agency staff. An  
  essential infection control measure.  
  Rates rising again.
• Informed that St Catherine's may be only  
  nursing home in Newcastle to remain  
  Covid free.

• Lost count of times we are re-writing visiting processes  
  and policies.
• So many staff now caught up with testing. Covid grants still  
  insufficient to cover the costs. Levels of normality on the horizon?    

• An extra one week’s paid annual leave this year for all        
  teams; wonder if any other frontline organisations have done this for   
  their amazing workforces? They are the lifeblood of our charity.  

• Plans to re-open closed services, but social care recruitment is  
  notoriously difficult. Social care is on its knees. Crisis highlights      
  wealth of talent across health and care workers, but still no  
  appropriate recognition or reform. Why not? Frustrating.

• CQC release Covid number of deaths per home today. Sad.  
  Impersonal. These numbers are real people, with a real story to tell.  
  Our heartfelt condolences go to all those who have lost loved ones.
• High number of staff now isolating as our country opens up again.
• Summerhouses now finished at both nursing homes.
• Our dear receptionist is now into her 18th month helping out in our     
  nursing home. She says, “I’m happy to help out in any way I can."

DEC
2020

• News of the vaccination rollout –  
  absolutely brilliant. Couldn’t come at a better   
  time. We’re weary and nearing exhaustion.  
  Morale booster.
• Bill is the first resident in our charity to       
  receive the jab.
• Able to distribute new gifts and food  
  hampers today through our toy appeal. All     
  gone to disadvantaged families through our  
  local community links. Great stuff.
• Sounds and looks like Christmas today at  
  St Catherine’s. English Martyrs’ Primary   

We’ll never forget the last 18 months …  
below is a diary noting some of our actions, 

responses, thoughts and emotions. 

No words will ever be able to portray  
adequately, the fear and worry we all  

experienced as the months unfolded …    
  

• Remote board meetings becoming the        
  norm. Now a remote financial audit. 
• Elvis tours our services, outside. Offers a little  

• Most teams and residents receiving second dose vaccination and    
  rates appear to be subsiding. Clear link evident between vaccination  
  and reduced transmission rates. Encourage all to vaccinate – it’s  
  our duty of care.  

• Parkhead Centre re-opens its doors alongside Activity Centre.
• Wild patches not great again. We need green-fingered volunteers to  
  help us. Anyone out there to offer us a hand?   

School singing carols outside. Many  
residents are overwhelmed with emotion.  
A poignant end to a dreadful year.

This epitomises our teams’ attitude. Simply amazing. So proud.

• Trying to create secure visiting rooms     
  and pods across the charity. Costs are       
  soaring. So is cost of PPE. Income       
  generation is waning. When will  
  this end? 
• Paying £100 bonus to our staff teams     
  to acknowledge their efforts during March.
• Urgent training across charity on all  
  methods of video calling.

• Concerns around maintaining good mental health for all.  
  Team-working throughout the charity is phenomenal. Ordering 
  our own LFTs.  
• Our values in action -  
  Living Wage accreditation renewed.  

  

JUN
2020

less conversation and a little more fun.  
Uh-huh-huh. Elvis has now left the building garden.  

*thankfully not required



Apart but 
always together ... 

Social interaction has always been an 
important part of life at St Cuthbert’s Care. 
From coffee mornings to birthday celebrations 
our residents and service users enjoy nothing 
more than coming together, and many of 
them have made long lasting friendships. 
Physical distancing may have made this a 
little more difficult during this last year, but our 
staff teams have been creative and introduced 
new ways of keeping in touch. Carolyn and 
Linda (opposite), from our Independent 

Hughie, above, enjoying writing a letter to  
his pen pal, Peter, left

Staff are exceptionally sensitive to people's needs and 
look for innovative ways to resolve any problems.

Latest CQC report, Independent Supported Living ““ Carolyn and Linda enjoying a weekly video call

Amanda Head
Director of Care 

Amanda is not only our Director of Care but she is also the 
Registered Manager of our Outstanding CQC-rated ISL services 

Supported Living services, 
regularly kept in contact via 
video calls every Saturday 
night; nothing was going to 
stop their weekly catch up.   
However, video calls weren't 
for everyone, especially good 
friends Hughie and Peter. 
They opted for the good  
old-fashioned way and 
became pen pals. “It’s lovely 
to receive a letter,” said Peter. 
“It’s something nobody does 
anymore.” Well said, Peter. 



Abbie's story

Abbie Cresswell
Assistant Director of Care

I joined St Cuthbert’s Care as a qualified social 
worker and quickly gained invaluable experience 
working in our short break and residential  
children’s homes.
My current role has seen me working across the charity 
providing direct support to our Director of Care - I feel 
passionate about our work and feel privileged to be part 
of it. 
Last year, everything was going well, both professionally 
and personally, and I couldn’t have been happier. Then 
in May 2020 I contracted Covid. As a fit young person, I 
had no major concerns. 
However, I soon found the fatigue debilitating and it 
seemed to last much longer than I would have expected. 
I then started to develop a number of concerning 
symptoms connected with my nervous system, including 
liver, bladder and mobility issues.

Following many spells in hospital and lots of very painful, difficult medical issues, I was finally diagnosed with Long 
Covid, which has resulted in me having to use a wheelchair since November 2020.
Everyone thinks I’m so brave, but at times I have found my situation overwhelming. The support I have received 
from our charity has helped me through some of the darkest days. I have based myself at our Alan Shearer Centre, 
fully adapted for wheelchair use, making life so much easier. I’ve been fortunate to have the use of our hydrotherapy 
pool and this has been instrumental in my rehabilitation, helping to strengthen and build my muscles and improve my 
range of movement.
My colleagues have been amazing, too; I can’t thank them enough for their support. I still have a tough journey 
ahead, and the long-term effects are still unclear, but I remain positive and optimistic for the future.
I would like to take this opportunity to urge everyone to get vaccinated.

Abbie has shown incredible strength and 
determination. She is truly inspirational.

Amanda Head, Director of Care ““

 
Our  

Alan Shearer Centre  
is the perfect base for 

Abbie to continue her work



““
Stan beaming with daughter Linda

I want to thank all the staff for their hard work and 
dedication. They have been amazing and have 

acted very quickly and efficiently to any changes in 
government guidance. It's just wonderful to be able to 

hold my dad’s hand again.
Linda, Stan’s daughter

Stan being supported by Gill, Registered Manager, 
when he received his first vaccine

The vaccine
we all prayed for
finally arrived
There were smiles and tears all round, the day Stan, a resident at our St Catherine’s Nursing Home, got to hold 
his daughter Linda’s hand for the first time in nearly a year. 

"It’s just lovely to see her in the flesh," beamed Stan, as he filled up. "I know I speak to Linda every day and we 
still had a level of restricted weekly visits, but it wasn’t the same as being able to touch her and smell her."

The vaccination rollout could not have come at a better time for our charity. We had many variations of visiting 
pods, screened visiting rooms, outside gazebos and garden rooms across all our services. We also operated 
remote meetings with residents who were able to look at, and communicate through, a screen. 
But as Stan points out, these restricted visiting 
options helped to keep a level of interaction, 
but could never replace skin-to-skin contact; 
particularly vital for people with reduced sensory 
capabilities and especially so for people with 
dementia and learning disabilities. 

Our charity adopted a policy of encouraging all of 
our staff, residents and service users to take up 
the vaccination offer. In doing so, this has allowed 
wider freedoms to all, but above all, it has enabled 
safe, close-contact visits for our residents, service 
users and their families. 

Carer, Lisa with Grace Brown



A big thank you
    to Alan and his army of supporters
The Alan Shearer Foundation is committed to raising £250,000 
each year to ensure members and families at our Alan Shearer 
Activity Centre benefit from the wide range of sensory, leisure 
and social facilities on offer; totally free of charge. 

It was always going to be a tough ask this year when two of 
the Foundation’s largest annual events had to be cancelled: 
the Ball and the Golf Day. 

As ever, our brilliant patron came to our rescue. Alan called out 
to his Toon Army fans, as he rolled out an online prize draw 
for his boots and shirt that he wore when he scored his 250th 
Premier League goal. 

We cannot thank Lainya and Alan Shearer and their wonderful 
family enough for all that they do for our charity, but never 
more so than for rallying together during this troubling year. 

We also wish to thank fellow patron, Mike Browne and 
supporter, Lesley Fulton for the parts they play in supporting  
Alan’s Foundation.  

The successful online draw raised a whopping £127,940.  

Winner Gary, his partner, Kathryn and their son Harry, 
receiving their amazing prize alongside Alan

The lucky winner, Gary Mosely from South Shields, said,  
"I can’t believe my luck. I only entered to help the charity  
– I never thought I would actually win."

Thanks to all the heroes who bought a ticket. Doing so directly 
helps to fund our much-loved Alan Shearer Activity Centre.  

Alan, showcasing the boots and shirt he  
wore for his 250th Premier League goal

Mia, Jorge and Helen benefit from our Activity Centre’s 
therapeutic hydropool: fully funded by the  
Alan Shearer Foundation



We Support a good                                

A small glimpse of our dedicated staff teams' relaxation time

From Chief Executive
to paddle boarder

From Finance Director to  
off-road mountain biker

From Registered Manager 
to Wembley

From Housekeeper to  
crochet queen
Caroline says, "I'm honoured to put my hobby to 
good use, and bring joy to our residents on such 
a special occasion. Our chapel looked beautiful."

Gareth says, "I’ve always loved playing football 
and helped to lead North Shields FC to Wembley 
glory. I’m an avid CrossFit trainer now, too."

Nic says, "I love the adrenaline rush – the tougher 
the better. My next challenge is the Strathpuffer 
24-hour event - who needs sleep?" 

Moira says, "Boating and paddle boarding - the 
perfect way to restore peace and tranquillity after 
a busy week."

From Maintenance Manager
to talented artist
Clive says, "I love to swap my drills and screwdrivers 
for my paint and easel."

From Activity Coordinator 
to star baker
Heather says, "I love to spend my spare time 
baking, and recently picked up a silver prize for 
my range of cake shoes!"

From Support Worker to  
wild swimmer
Beth says, "I love nothing better than a bracing dip 
in the North Sea after my shifts."

From Senior Residential 
Child Care Officer to the 
great outdoors
Ayesha says, "I love nothing more than the 
challenge of the hills with my pet dogs, Cody 
and Potter."

work life balance



Looking ahead

Executive trustees

Non-executive trustees

Moira Ashman  
CEO  

Chartered Governor  
31 years with 

the charity  

Nic Gilbert   
Director of

Finance and IT
Chartered Accountant 

25 years with the charity 

Bishop 
Robert 
Byrne 
Chair

Bishop of 
RCDHN

Michael
Dickson
Chairman,
Dicksons 
Butchers 

Paul
Moran

Chartered 
Accountant 

KPMG 

Kathleen
Urwin
Former 

Councillor
  

Dr Kathryn
Mannix 

Author and former 
palliative care 

consultant

Alexandra
Johnson 

CEO of Reviving 
the Heart of the 

West End 

Our Governance

Financial review
I am pleased to report a charity surplus of £136,432 for 2020/21  
(2020: £74,090). Whilst we didn’t foresee Covid, we had bolstered 
our cash reserves to enable our charity to withstand the intense  
pressures of a beleaguered social care sector. In real terms, our cash 
position could support substantial short-term disruption in income 
generation should any further unforeseen crisis emerge.   

The pandemic impacted our income streams and substantially  
increased our operating costs. I acknowledge that the grant funding 
we received from our local authorities was a welcome boost, but it 
remained short of the real cost. Covid remains a threat and additional 
safety measures will be in place indefinitely, yet support grants will 
reduce dramatically over the coming months. 

Our staff teams have gone above and beyond this year which made 
it even more critical for our charity to maintain its Living Wage  
Employer accreditation for the fourth consecutive year. This comes 
at a cost, but we will always value the remarkable efforts of our  
dedicated workforce. I thank them all. 

I am confident that our charity will continue to prosper. Our excellent  
reputation for delivering exceptional care, our astute governance and  
stewardship and our healthy cash reserve, all make for a  
winning combination.

Fr Bob joined the nation every 
Thursday to clap for carers at  
Holy Cross, his home, in Sunderland

Now life is returning to some level of normality, here’s  
a little glimpse of our plans for the year ahead:  

“
Nic Gilbert

Director of Finance

I would like to join Fr Bob and extend my thanks to our schools 
and parishes for their continued support, especially during this 
last year.  My special thanks go to our dear friends in the Curial 
office whose remote working and understanding, contributed 
significantly to the safety of our residents and staff at St Catherine's. 
 Moira, CEO

 
• 

•
 •
 

•
 •  

The Board of Trustees wish to thank John Devine for his outstanding contribution as trustee. 
John retired as trustee in 2020.

Phased and safe re-opening of our closed short break  
service for adults with disabilities

Continuation of our goal to develop a dedicated dementia area at  
St Catherine’s in Newcastle, overseen by our Dementia Lead,  

Dr Ruth Cromarty

Re-commencement of our intention to expand our fostering service

Commitment to our charity’s digital advancement with the  
integration of our new HR system 

Further development of our specialist residential home to expand our offering in the field of  
acquired brain injury

Finalisation of our charity’s first ever Environmental Strategy



Carolyn, tenant in
our ISL service
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St Cuthbert’s House  West Road  Newcastle upon Tyne  NE15 7PY
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             StCuthbertsCare

Moira Ashman is St Cuthbert’s Care’s Chief Executive. 
To find out more about our charity, please contact Moira on 0191 228 0111

or email: moira.ashman@stcuthbertscare.org.uk

Ella, member of The Alan 
Shearer Centre

Hughie, resident at our home 
in Alnwick for adults with 

learning disabilities

Emily, resident at our
Alan Shearer Specialist 

Residential Home


